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I just bought a used trans from someone it had xxx miles on it and it won't shift past 2nd in od.
And when going down the road at about 40 and try to shift manually in 3rd still nothing just revs
up. Now I had this same problem with the trans I pulled out of my truck originally. And i
assumed it was my clutch pack but the guy I got the used trans from with xxx on it said it
shifted fine and guaranteed it would work. So I what I'm trying to figure out is if its something
other than a clutch pack. Because I'm having the exact same problem I had with my old
transmission so I wouldn't imagine they both have bad clutch packs. Someone please help!!! G
A answered 3 years ago. If in fact the tranny you put in is good, then the possibilities are that
you have a wiring problem from your TCM to the tranny or your TCM is messed up. A good
tranny shop can run stand alone testing to find out what you actually have going on. Jeremiah
answered 3 years ago. It's usually right next to the ECM, it will have a 60 pin connector to it, and
is about 4X5. I was just reading a little more about your problem, and it looks like a lot of people
have had wiring problems that are causing your symptoms and most of them have been
grounding problems, so you may want to start ohming out the ground pathways especially on
the transmission circuits. Do you mean the transfer case? I doubt that would have anything to
do with shifting unless it was putting undue stress on the output of the tranny and you would
feel that in the way it would take off and the tranny would overheat really fast. No the black box
on the side of trans that the wires plug into right there at the bell housing. Then yes that can
cause a shifting problem, but you should have a check engine light for it if it isn't making proper
contact internally, this tells the computer what gear you have selected. Sure looks like it, but
what is it doing down there, it should be up on the drivers fender apron, I wonder if it being a
Canadian unit has anything to do with it. That's way too close to the exhaust for any kind of
heat protection. Yep I see that tag that says made in Canada so that might account for its
location, that sure looked like an exhaust pipe in the pic. It should be real close to the main
computer in all my diagrams but I don't have one for Canadian built. Everyone say a they are the
same but I have seen differences in locations of componets. Cchancey answered 2 years ago. I
have had same problem with my 89' silverado. And i have the r4 is there any chance it could be
same problem? Aron answered 2 years ago. Could it be the torque converter or a the
solenoids? Any suggestions? Yukon answered 2 years ago. GuruX3BLC answered 2 years ago.
Anyone have a picture of the harness to replace the old one? Zain answered 2 years ago.
GuruBX answered 2 years ago. I have 97 with 5. First I changed fluid and filter. No change then
changed transmission. Still same thing that black plastic box on the side was cracked I just
changed it still nothing. One fella said maybe change get out that cluster that plugs into the box.
I'm at end of my rope. It's Christmas and im getting really bummed where is there a fuse or relay
if anybody can help please. Kathy in tx. GuruBWCR5 answered 2 years ago. In the main fuse
box under the hood, theres 4 blue fuses center close to fender, the top rite of the 4, my 05
dosent have it, changed the servo no change. I have GMC Yukon and put 2 rebuilt tranmission
in the1 wouldn't shift to overdrive the 2nd won't shift from second to third or overdrive canot
figure out the problem can you help me. Bebotheredneckpimp answered about a year ago.
Speed sensor. My truck had 1st 2nd and reverse. Also the speedometer quit working. Installed
new speed sensor and it shifts just like it used to and now the speedometer works. Nate
answered about a year ago. S answered about a year ago. Guru1Q86Y answered about a year
ago. Having same problem with my 95 GMC suburban It shifted funky for a while and then all of
the sudden it wont go into 3rd anymore. Stevenderaad answered about a year ago. I just had the
same problem on my 94 has the 4p60e in it I replaced the tps sensor throttle position sensor on
the throttle body amd then I found a short in the wires from the tail end of the transmission
called the vehicle speed sensor I replaced the end if the plug there like 8 bucks amd followed
the 2 wires up till I found the short amd haven't had a problem since. The throttle position
sensor The vehicle speed sensor on the transmission The brake light switch on the brake pedal
Or short wires are all the things that I have looked for amd know of that could cause this
problem Guru8WRJ6 answered about a year ago. GuruP5F78 answered about a year ago. I have
a silverado and need these same problems, mine does shift into 3rd on the freeway but not with
local driving maybe because of not going fast, I did find a wire off on that shifter black box I
don't know what its called on the side of tran. I'm going to plug it back in tomorrow my question
is could this wire cause this? Ciscofromthe answered 6 months ago. Guru99GZQT answered 4
months ago. I have a 94 GMC suburban. Trans was leaking so I put in some stop leak. It started
shifting hard from 2 to 3. Then it would shift unless I let off gas. Sounds like it goad into gear,
but nothing happens. Any ideas?? G A answered 4 months ago. When you put I the sealer it
swelled up the little seals inside the shift solenoids and made them useless so now they need
replaced the trans fluid flushed out and new correct fluid put in. You created more of a problem
than you most likely had. When you have the pan out.. And when going down the road at about
40 and try to shift manually in 3rd still nothing just rev My gmc is an automatic and when I try

and drive it it shift from 1st to 2nd fine then when its time to shift to 3rd it just revs really high. I
changed the transmission pan gasket recently because I It has been sitting a year. She said
years ago they had tranny trouble; it would stay in low. She took it to a shop where she said I
have a GMC Sierra and after I put it into drive it will not shift up the gears like it should. I have to
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